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This press release contains projections for the 
future based on the well-founded assumptions 
and prognoses of the management of ppi 
Media GmbH. Though management believes 
these assumptions and estimates to be correct, 
actual developments in the future, as well as 
actual operating results, may deviate from 
those put forward by management due to 
factors beyond the control of the company, 
such factors to include, for example, fluctuating 
exchange rates, changes within the graphic arts 
industry, or any other unforeseen economic 
and/or market transformations. ppi Media 
GmbH makes no guarantees that future 
developments and/or future operating results 
will match any of the numbers and/or 
statements put forth in this press release, and 
assumes no liability if such situations arise. 
Furthermore, no responsibility is assumed for 
updating any of the statements and/or figures 
contained herein.  
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SÜDKURIER Produced with ppi Media's Editorial 
System Content-X 
Media company chooses software by ppi Media and its partner 
company Digital Collections for its editorial workflow. 

The SÜDKURIER decided in favor of Content-X, a joint product by ppi Media 
and Digital Collections, in 2015. Now, all editions of the daily newspaper are 
produced from start to finish with the editorial system. With Content-X, the 
Constance-based media company can manage all its editorial content in one 
central database, it's so-called "Content Cloud", and can use this as a basis 
for producing different publications.  
 
July 26, 2016. Thanks to Content-X, the SÜDKURIER can now manage its entire 
editorial content in one system. Once texts, photos, graphics and articles are 
entered into Content-X, they can be saved in a media-neutral format and are 
available anytime, anywhere. They can be used for publication in the media 
company's channels and titles as well as permanently archived. Rainer Wiesner, 
managing director of the SÜDKURIER Medienhaus, says: "We started using 
Content-X this year, and implementing the technology was a very smooth process. 
We are now supplying content to all our media channels based on this technology." 
Especially the direct interface between Content-X and Adobe InDesign and ppi 
Media's PlanPag makes production of the daily newspaper very easy. After a 
successful kick-off meeting and the first workshops, one of the SÜDKURIER's 
weeklies was produced with Content-X in March and just four weeks later, 
production of all the daily newspaper editions began. Content-X has replaced the 
editorial system that was used before at the SÜDKURIER. 
 
Content-X: the center of the editorial workflow 
Digital Collections' and ppi Media's joint editorial system Content-X renders content 
such as text and graphics media-neutral until it is published automatically on 
different channels as required. Content that is entered once is stored permanently 
and can be called any number of times when searching the archive, or prepared in 
different ways for online, mobile, tablet or print. Apart from managing content, 
Content-X also allows the flexible integration of other sources, for instance 
messages from news agencies or RSS feeds. "Content-X enables the 
SÜDKURIER to feed content from external sources to the editorial system, to tag 
keywords semantically and to quickly identify current topics this way," Manuel 
Scheyda, product and innovation manager at ppi Media, explains. As such, 
Content-X is at the heart of the entire editorial workflow at the SÜDKURIER. 
 
ppi Media GmbH is the leading international workflow specialist for newspaper and 
magazine publishers as well as printers, corporate publishers, groups and SMEs. 
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Its main focus lies in the development of highly efficient software solutions on a 
global scale. ppi Media is the market leader in the field of automated newspaper 
production. 80% of all daily newspapers on the German market are produced using 
ppi Media products. Many more installations can be found in Asia, Europe, Africa 
and the USA. A subsidiary of the Evers-Frank Group, ppi Media has its head office 
in Hamburg and branches in Kiel, Germany, and Chicago, USA. For more 
information, see www.ppimedia.com. 

 


